
 

The   wisdom   of   oz   :   using   personal   accountability   to   succeed   in   everything   you   do  
by    Connors,   Roger.  

See   it,   solve   it,   do   it   framework   came   from   this   book  
 
The   15   invaluable   laws   of   growth   :   live   them   and   reach   your   potential  

by    Maxwell,   John   C.,   1947-  

Learn   leadership   skills  
 
10%   happier   :   how   I   tamed   the   voice   in   my   head,   reduced   stress   without   losing   my   edge,   and  
found   self-help   that   actually   works--   a   true   story  

by    Harris,   Dan,   1971-  
Meditation,   why   it’s   important   and   how   anyone   can   do   it.  

 
Knowing   your   value   :   women,   money,   and   getting   what   you're   worth  

by    Brzezinski,   Mika.  

Women   are   afraid   of   being   difficult,   men   don’t   have   this   problem.   Make   sure   all   of   your  
information   is   fact   based   and   don’t   worry   about   the   emotion   part.  
 
The   birth   order   book   [why   you   are   the   way   you   are]  

by    Leman,   Kevin.  

Sometimes   birth   order   really   does   define   the   type   of   person   you   are.   Oldest,   more   responsible.  
Youngest,   family   clown  
 
David   and   Goliath   :   underdogs,   misfits,   and   the   art   of   battling   giants  

by    Gladwell,   Malcolm,   1963-  

Everything   can   be   considered   an   advantage   if   you   look   at   it   from   the   right   perspective.  
 
What   is   your   what?   :   discover   the   one   amazing   thing   you   were   born   to   do  

by    Olsher,   Steve.  

A   great   way   to   walk   through   the   things   you   are   good   at   and   how   to   decide   how   to   utilize   them.  
 
The   5   love   languages   :   the   secret   to   love   that   lasts  

by    Chapman,   Gary   D.,   1938-  

This   applies   to   your   love   life   and   work.   A   work   version   was   written   but   it’s   not   nearly   as   well  
thought   through   and   explanatory   as   this   book.  
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Simple   sabotage   :   a   modern   field   manual   for   detecting   and   rooting   out   everyday   behaviors  
that   undermine   your   workplace   
By    Galford,   Robert   M.,   

Small   words   and   phrases   used   along   with   behaviors   that   sabotage   work   efforts,   companies   and  
teams  
 
Is   everyone   hanging   out   without   me?   (and   other   concerns)  

by   Kaling,   Mindy  

I   think   about   this   book   all   the   time.   She   talked   about   watching   a   lot   of   Comedy   Central   and  
creating   plays   with   friends.   This   behaviour   could   be   viewed   as   a   waste   of   time   but   it   was   her  
school.   We   all   have   a   different   school   we   need   to   go   to   for   our   education.  
 
Modern   romance  

by    Ansari,   Aziz,   1983-  

All   about   the   dating   culture   of   today   and   how   we   only   think   we   know   what   we   want.  
 
Make   today   count   :   the   secret   of   your   success   is   determined   by   your   daily   agenda  

by    Maxell,   John   C.,   1947-  

The   first   time   I   realized   I   needed   to   be   reviewing   my   week,   year,   day   and   reflect   on   my  
productivity   before   I   could   plan   my   future.  
 
Leaders   eat   last   :   why   some   teams   pull   together   and   others   don't  

by    Sinek,   Simon.  

My   first   interaction   with   Simon   Sinek   and   how   putting   yourself   last   is   the   way   you   manage   a  
team.  
 
Jab,   jab,   jab,   right   hook   :   how   to   tell   your   story   in   a   noisy,   social   world  

by    Vaynerchuk,   Gary.  

A   great   book   to   see   what   works   and   what   doesn’t   on   various   social   media   platforms   but  
honestly   this   is   only   cemented   through   doing   and   seeing   what   works   for   you.   
 
The   woman   I   wanted   to   be  

by    Von   Furstenberg,   Diane.  

This   book   taught   me   that   someone   else’s   kryptonyte   could   be   your   gift   and   vice   versa.   My   gifts  
are   invaluable   and   receiving   help   from   others   is   incredibly   important.  
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The   five   dysfunctions   of   a   team   [a   leadership   fable]  
by    Lencioni,   Patrick,   1965-  

Written   as   a   fable   but   that’s   really   the   only   way   to   tell   this   story   and   show   all   sides   of   the   coin.   A  
great   read   for   anyone   building   or   rebuilding   a   team.  
 
The   Power   of   Habit:   Why   We   Do   What   We   Do   in   Life   and   Business  
Written   by:   Charles   Duhigg  
Habit   is   truly   a   change   in   the   state   of   mind   that   you   want   to   have   and   it   does   take   time   and   a  
community   of   support.  
 
The   Miracle   Morning:   The   Not-So-Obvious   Secret   Guaranteed   to   Transform   Your   Life   -   Before  
8AM  
Written   by:   Hal   Elrod  
Setting   a   morning   routine   and   how   it   changes   the   rest   of   your   day  
 
Grit:   The   Power   of   Passion   and   Perseverance  
Written   by:   Angela   Duckworth  
Grit   isn’t   something   you   have   but   instead   something   you   find   through   hardships   and   finding   your  
passions   and   wanting   to   work   on   them   for   knowledge   and   the   greater   good.   (intrinsic   and   extrinsic  
reasons   must   be   at   play)  
 
Making   Ideas   Happen:   Overcoming   the   Obstacles   Between   Vision   and   Reality  
Written   by:   Scott   Belsky  
You   need   a   collaboration   partner,   someone   not   in   your   business   but   someone   who   will   question   your  
ideas   and   give   you   candid   feedback.  
 
The   Power   of   Who:   You   Already   Know   Everyone   You   Need   To   Know  
Written   by:   Bob   Beaudine  
A   fascinating   look   at   who   you   already   know   and   how   they   can   take   your   career   to   new   heights   just  
by   you   being   you.  
 
Flow:   Living   at   the   Peak   of   Your   Abilities  
Written   by:   Mihaly   Csikszentmihalyi  
Finding   your   flow   by   understanding   the   things   that   have   to   be   in   play   to   feel   it   but   also   how   to   find   it  
in   the   most   mundane   activities   in   your   life.  
 
What   Is   the   Bible?:   How   an   Ancient   Library   of   Poems,   Letters,   and   Stories   Can   Transform   the  
Way   You   Think   and   Feel   About   Everything   
Written   by:   Bell,   Rob  
An   amazingly   simple   way   to   view   the   stories   in   the   bible   for   their   lessons   and   not   the   literal   happenings   at  
the   time.   A   part   history,   part   stick   it   to   the   man,   part   love   story.   
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The   Automatic   Millionaire  
David   Bach  
The   best   book   for   setting   and   forgetting   retirement   and   savings  
 
Eyes   Wide   Open:   Overcoming   Obstacles   and   Recognizing   Opportunities   in   a   World   That  
Can't   See   Clearly  
Lidsky,   Isaac  
How   setbacks   can   actually   make   you   better   and   help   you   see   them   as   gifts.  
 
Big   Magic:   Creative   Living   Beyond   Fear  
Gilbert,   Elizabeth  
Take   fear   and   kick   it   to   the   curb   (or   make   it   ride   in   the   backseat)  
 
Start   with   Why:   How   Great   Leaders   Inspire   Everyone   to   Take   Action  
Sinek,   Simon,   
Defining   your   why   and   testing   it   against   your   actions  
 
How   To   Sell   On   LinkedIn:   30   Tips   in   30   Days  
Qualman,   Erik  
Simple,   useful   tips   to   help   others   and   grow   your   business   at   the   same   time  
 
NIV,   The   Maxwell   Leadership   Bible  
Maxwell,   John   C.  
A   great   look   at   each   bible   verse   and   how   it   actually   has   leadership   lessons   wrapped   inside   of   it.  
 
Find   Your   Extraordinary:   Dream   Bigger,   Live   Happier,   and   Achieve   Success   on   Your   Own  
Terms  
DiLullo   Herrin,   Jessica  
Looking   at   what’s   missing   for   the   world   and   adding   it.  
 
StandOut   2.0:   Assess   Your   Strengths,   Find   Your   Edge,   Win   at   Work   
Buckingham,   Marcus  
A   turning   point   in   my   life   when   this   book   told   me   I   should   be   a   therapist.   
 
#GIRLBOSS   
Amoruso,   Sophia  
A   great   book   that   proves   it   doesn’t   matter   where   you   came   from   or   where   you   are,   if   you   have   a   vision  
you   can   do   anything.  
 
Girl   Code:   Unlocking   the   Secrets   to   Success,   Sanity,   and   Happiness   for   the   Female  
Entrepreneur  
Alwill   Leyba,   Cara  
Permission   to   be   more.   I   finally   realized   I   was   worthy   of   success   when   I   read   this.  
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5   Gears:   How   to   Be   Present   and   Productive   When   There   Is   Never   Enough   Time   (Books)  
Kubicek,   Jeremie,   Cockram,   Steve  
How   to   manage   yourself   and   your   team  
 
Lean   In:   Women,   Work,   and   the   Will   to   Lead  
Sandberg,   Sheryl  
Oddly   enough   this   taught   me   what   men   on   my   team   were   doing   wrong   to   not   get   promoted.   All   the  
women   were   already   doing   these   things.  
 
Master   Your   Metabolism:   The   3   Diet   Secrets   to   Naturally   Balancing   Your   Hormones   for   a   Hot  
and   Healthy   Body!  
By:   Jillian   Michaels,   Mariska   van   Aalst  
The   first   time   I   realized   some   things   I   was   eating   were   causing   inflammation   and   actually   causing   me   to  
eat   more.  
 
The   Leadership   Gap:   What   Gets   Between   You   and   Your   Greatness   
By   :   Daskal,   Lolly  
Helped   me   see   how   my   words   and   actions   were   causing   a   disconnect   on   my   team.  
 
Leaders   Made   Here:   Building   a   Leadership   Culture  
By:   Miller,   Mark  
A   fable   that   blew   my   mind   on   how   simple   it   is   to   create   leaders   in   waiting.  
 
The   Four   Tendencies:   The   Indispensable   Personality   Profiles   That   Reveal   How   to   Make   Your  
Life   Better   (and   Other   People's   Lives   Better,   Too)  
By:   Rubin,   Gretchen  
Helped   me   understand   why   some   clients/family   members   and   friends   need   a   different  
communication/motivation   strategy.  
 
12   Rules   for   Life  
By:   Peterson,   Jordan   B.  
Dense   but   fascinating.   If   you   like   science   then   you’ll   love   this   book!   
 
Girl,   Wash   Your   Face:   Stop   Believing   the   Lies   About   Who   You   Are   So   You   Can   Become   Who  
You   Were   Meant   to   Be  
By:   Rachel   Hollis  
You’ve   been   lying   to   yourself   for   years,   here   are   the   lies   and   how   to   stop   repeating   them.   
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Love   Warrior  
By   Doyle,   Glennon  
Hearing   someone’s   interpretation   of   pain,   personal   struggles   and   truly   not   having   the   answers.   Beautifully  
written.  
 
The   Power   of   Moments:   Why   Certain   Experiences   Have   Extraordinary   Impact  
By:   Heath,   Dan   and   Heath,   Chip  
Small   moments   can   truly   separate   you   from   competition.   Think   of   loving   your   customers   in   small   ways  
and   you’ll   lead   the   pack.  
 
Permission   to   Screw   Up:   How   I   Learned   to   Lead   by   Doing   (Almost)   Everything   Wrong  
By:   Hadeed,   Kristen  
Leading   honestly   and   transparently   makes   all   the   difference   but   also   investing   in   your   team.  
 
Building   a   StoryBrand:   Clarify   Your   Message   So   Customers   Will   Listen  
By:   Miller,   Donald  
Lead   with   the   problem   your   customers   have   and   then   move   into   the   solution.   You   are   the   guide,   not   the  
hero.  
 
When:   The   Scientific   Secrets   of   Perfect   Timing  
By:   Pink,   Daniel  
There’s   a   perfect   time   for   interviews,   tests,   thinking   and   very   menial   tasks.  
 
The   War   of   Art:   Winning   the   Inner   Creative   Battle  
By:   Pressfield,   Steven  
Why   you   fight   the   tasks   that   will   make   the   biggest   difference.   How   to   overcome   procrastination.   
 
Chasing   Daylight:   How   My   Forthcoming   Death   Transformed   My   Life  
By:   O’Kelly,   Gene  
How   to   tell   the   closest   people   all   the   way   out   to   work   colleagues   what   they   mean   and   how   to   die  
without   regrets.  
 
Overcoming   Dyslexia  
By:   Shaywitz,   Sally   MD  
The   science   behind   the   most   prevalent   reading   difference.   My   daughter   is   dyslexic   and   this   was  
the   first   book   that   helped   me   walk   in   her   shoes.   
 
The   Obstacle   Is   the   Way:   The   Timeless   Art   of   Turning   Trials   into   Triumph  
By:   Holiday,   Ryan  
How   everything   is   put   in   our   lives   to   teach   us   and   make   us   better.   
 
This   Is   Marketing:   You   Can't   Be   Seen   Until   You   Learn   to   See  
By:   Godin,   Seth  
I   don’t   care   if   you’re   in   marketing   or   not,   this   book   is   fascinating.   It   will   make   you   look   at   all   sales  
pitches,   commercials   and   interactions   differently.  
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For   the   Love:   Fighting   for   Grace   in   a   World   of   Impossible   Standards  
By:   Hatmaker,   Jen  
A   funny,   real   look   at   life   in   our   times   and   how   we   can   all   give   a   little   more   in   the   right   direction  
while   giving   up   the   things   we   think   we   need   to   do.   
 
Atomic   Habits:   Tiny   Changes,   Remarkable   Results  
By:   Clear,   James  
Small   things   are   where   the   difference   lives.   Check   this   out   to   find   out   extremely   easy   ways   to  
dramatically   shift   your   habits.  
 
Relentless:   From   Good   to   Great   to   Unstoppable  
By:   Grover,   Tim   S.  
This   is   written   by   Michael   Jordan’s   trainer   and   is   a   slap   in   the   face   that   feels   really   good.   Tips   to  
becoming   a   cleaner.   
 
Powerful:   Building   a   Culture   of   Freedom   and   Responsibility  
By:   McCord,   Patty  
Why   Netflix   dominates   and   how   they   built   their   culture.   
 
All   Marketers   Are   Liars:   The   Power   of   Telling   Authentic   Stories   in   a   Low-Trust   World  
By:   Godin,   Seth  
Taking   smarmy   marketing   and   turning   it   on   its   head.  
  
To   Sell   Is   Human:   The   Surprising   Truth   about   Moving   Others  
By:   Pink,   Daniel  
You   do   it   daily   and   don’t   even   know   it.   How   you   help   rather   than   bother   when   you   sell.  
 
Boundaries:   When   to   Say   Yes,   How   to   Say   No   to   Take   Control   of   Your   Life  
By:   Cloud,   Henry  
Defining   your   boundaries   to   the   various   relationships   in   your   life   and   giving   you   the   dialogue   to  
firmly   yet   nicely   share   them.  
 
High   Performance   Habits:   How   Extraordinary   People   Become   That   Way  
By:   Burchard,   Brendon  
A   test   to   gauge   your   current   performance   and   then   tangible   guidance   on   each   of   the   areas   that  
separate   you   from   sustainable   success.  
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